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10.9.3 Coupling capacitors 

Coupling capacitors? For some just a cheap run-of-the-mill product about as portentous as a 

tapping screw, for others a true object of desire worth investing the occasional 50 €. The 

coupling capacitor separates the AC-part of the plate voltage from the DC-part – it “couples” 

the AC-signal to the next stage in the circuit. A plate voltage varying between e.g. 200 V and 

300 V may alternatively be seen as 250 V DC voltage with a superimposed AC voltage (of an 

amplitude of 50 V) – the coupling capacitor passes the ac component and blocks the dc 

component. Let’s ignore, to start with, that the coupling cap in fact doesn’t let anything 

through because there’s an insulator inside, and let’s also disregard that this insulator, on 

closer inspection, does not perfectly insulate, either. A capacitor lets through AC and 
blocks DC – that is a good first working hypothesis. We may – or may need to – modify it 

when necessary. If it is that simple, why do “those in the know”, the self-proclaimed amp-

gurus, report with a conspiratorial vibe that the long-desired sound presented itself only after 

swapping the coupling caps? And why is it that – depending on which camp one seeks 

association with – the original Fender-sound allegedly can only be achieved with the ABC-

Orange-Drops, while the opposing camp warns of using exactly these ABC-Orange-Drops 

(mid-rangy sound, totally unsuitable), recommending rather the yellow Mustard-caps? Wait – 

not the ABC-Mustards: these are inadequate copies (clones, so to say), you should use the 

others, the original copies. Even better: use silver-foil capacitors, or, if that much budget can 

be committed, copper-foil-caps.  … “committed” …, no let’s not go there, and rather focus, 

with the naïve curiosity of the researcher/scientist, on the task at hand: trying to find for a 

grain of truth in that pile of rubbish.  

 

In the framework of the present considerations, a capacitor is a component in an electrical 

circuit, and as such is subject to the rules and standards of electrical engineering. Whether it 

has an aura, whether it holds spiritual energy or ethereal psi – that will not be investigated 

here. The very powerful instrument of Maxwell’s equations describes, to general satisfaction, 

the processes in electromagnetic fields. It has made wireless transmission, space exploration 

and EMP computable; so why not use it as well on the triode-preamp-stage of a guitar 

amplifier? These equations are the big guns pressed into action whenever starting-from-

scratch is called for – but fear not, they will serve here as a mere launch pad that is left behind 

as quickly as possible. With the limitation to the audible frequency range and to concentrated 

components (i.e. components smaller than about 1 km in size), Maxwell’s second equation 

may be simplified, resulting in Kirchhoff’s second law (the loop rule):  
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The line integral of the field strength  along the closed curve K is zero, as is the sum of the 

n branch-voltages Ui along the closed loop. Correspondingly, the (slightly modified) 1
st
 

equation of Maxwell is: 
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Maxwell’s and Kirchhoff’s 1st law, resp. 

 

The enveloping-surface-integral over the current density  is zero, as is the sum of all n node 

currents Ii  (nodal rule, rule of charge conservation).  
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In an electromagnetic field, there are just three quantities characterizing the material: the 

specific resistance ρ, the permittivity (dielectricity) ε, and the permeability µ. Limiting 

ourselves to the audible frequency range, we may disregard the magnetic properties of typical 

materials used for capacitors. Thus, for the formal description merely the loop rule, the nodal 

rule, and two equations relating to the material remain. Despite this simple analysis, a number 

of misunderstandings exist that have their roots in the inappropriate application of actually 

appropriate insights. The area of electrical engineering was in fact not developed to build 

guitar amplifier but it is, with all due respect, quite a bit older. Besides other important 

technical fields such as power engineering, one main focus was communication technology, 

and here in particular the question how to achieve long-distance wireless transmission of 

speech or Morse-code. Heinrich Hertz [1886] and Guglielmo Marconi [1901] are to be 

mentioned, amongst many other pioneers. The first radio transmission across the Atlantic 

succeeded a generation before the start of the Rickenbacker/Gibson/Fender-age, and already 

then capacitors were in use. The so-called “Leyden jar” was invented even much earlier in 

1745. Radio transmission, however, does expressly not work in the audio frequency range. 

High frequencies (or radio frequencies – sic) are required: 1 MHz for the AM-range and 

about 10 MHz for the short-wave range. Considering this, and also the fact that the “bibles” 

from back in the day were titled "The Radio Engineers' Handbook", and not "The Guitar Amp 

Designers' Handbook", it is easy to imagine what can happen: someone (from the guitar 

community) reads that caps may have their problems at higher frequencies, and immediately 

fears for the silvery highs of the famous Fender-sound. As if they had been built for just that 

situation: there are indeed Silver-Mica-Caps! They will make that Fender-treble bounce right 

back, won’t they! The echoism “silvery highs” should not be criticized – that can very well 

remain here as a term of art. It is also correct that capacitors become inductive, but at which 

frequency does that occur? Even for a wound capacitor (very remotely related to a coil), 

effects of this inductance happen only above 1 MHz, i.e. at “higher frequencies”. However, 

that does not mean the “higher audio frequencies” are affected – there is a factor of about 50 

separating these ranges! In just the same way, the loss-factors known to “rise towards higher 

frequencies” will worry only the RF-technician or HF-filter-designer. Typical guitar 

amplifiers, however, include neither a short-wave-input nor a 12
th

-order elliptic filter, and the 

low-loss styroflex capacitor is rather misplaced here (it’s too hot an environment for it!).  

 

On top of the difficulties to interpret books on RF-technology in the correct way, we also 

encounter the problems found in psychometrics: how do we measure audio-perceptions? In 

Chapter 10.9.4 (sound event, auditory event), some suggestions were made, and in particular 

the need for blind-tests was emphasized. Daily practice, however, looks quite different. For 

example, a manufacturer states that his capacitors require a run-in time of 100 hours until 

they sound good. The guitarist having fitted his (sound-wise not convincing) Marshall with 

these caps hears exactly that, and reports to all colleagues: “it was only after 100 h that the 

treble was how it should be.” Indeed, it is generally known that technical devices require a 

run-in time: that relates to the car-engine (1000 km run-in) as it does to the charcoal on your 

grill (no smoke should remain after 10 minutes. And if a newly elected politician gets a 100-

day grace period: why not the capacitor, as well? Let’s consider this: an amateur musician 

playing for 10 h a week will after 2,5 months arrive at the point where he remembers how the 

caps sounded when they were just freshly soldered-in: it was atrocious, the treble just wasn’t 

there. Now, however, after almost a quarter of a year, it suddenly has appeared.  And the 

reason for this improvement must not be attributed to the tube-aging♣, not to the (possibly 

new) loudspeaker and certainly not to the strings changed multiple times. No, it must be the 

caps – in fact the guitar mag has found the same, and even recommends 200 h of run-in time 

                                                
♣ the manufacturer says (1952 A.D.) that a run-in time is required. Why are we not surprised:  it’s 100 h.  
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(i.e. … wait another quarter of a year). And why wouldn’t it be the caps – for tubes, nobody 

doubts time-variant sound changes, either, do they? Whether copper-foil capacitors sound 

better than aluminum-foil capacitors (‘cause copper has lower resistance) – somebody must 

be able to verify that beyond reasonably doubt! Skeptics pointing to missing data regarding 

the thickness of the foil could possibly be convinced, if indeed the listening experiments 

would not show such dramatic deficits. If such an experiment includes the announcement: “ I 

will now solder-in the copper-foil-caps; that will give a much more forceful sound”, it 

immediately becomes futile since all participants will be biased. A much better approach can 

be found with Tone-Lizard.com: here it may happen that the same capacitor is connected to 

5 taps of a 6-position switch – not 5 equal caps but in fact one and the same capacitor 

connected to the 5 positions, and without the judging guitarist knowing this. The latter 

declares: ‘the orange-drop in position 1 sounds much better than the one in position 4’. No 

further comment necessary. Obviously, this is just a single case, but just as obviously, the 

judgment ‘ I cannot for the love of it hear any difference’ is not likely to occur a lot because 

no sound-expert will want to damage his/her reputation. And so capacitors all have their own 

sound, as does every bolt and every rivet.  

 

It is not possible to find out who first introduced the myth of the 100-h-run-in-time for 

capacitors. The following might be an explanation, though. In data sheets for capacitors we 

find a time-constant of 100 000 s for high-grade builds – this equals just under 28 h. If now 

someone has some lingering remains of memory that for a full charging process, 5 time-

constants waiting time is a good measure, then we arrive at 140 h … there it is – the run-in 

time? No, that’s not it, at all, of course – these are all data relating to the insulation (!!) 

behavior (which is not unimportant but an entirely different issue, so let’s postpone the 

discussion of it a bit). The above idle-state time-constant would only play any role for the 

capacitor by itself i.e. completely disconnected (which you wouldn’t want in a guitar amp, 

would you!?). Connected in its regular habitat, the capacitor is loaded on one end with the 

grid resistor (e.g. 1 MΩ), and at its other end with the tube and the plate-resistor (e.g. 50 kΩ ). 

Multiplying these resistances with the capacity yields the actual time constant in operation, 

and that is, at e.g. 22nF ⋅ 1,05 MΩ = 0,023 s, significantly smaller than the idle-state time-

constant. If you really could talk about a “run-in time” here, and multiplied (according to the 

above approach) that time by a factor of 5, you would arrive at a “run-in time” of a full 0,12 s. 

 

Alternatively, there is reasoning based on material changes that start only after the onset of a 

voltage and need to stabilize first. It appears that someone has looked too long over the 

shoulder of the colleagues dealing with electrolytic capacitors. This type of cap uses,   

similar to the foil-capacitor, a rolled-up aluminum foil – however the dielectric is not formed 

by plastic foil between the aluminum layers but by a thin Al2O3-layer (aluminum-oxide) that 

grows onto the anode of the capacitor during a formation process. It is only this oxide-layer 

that has the insulating effect, and therefore an unformed electrolytic cap must never be 

subjected to a voltage. However: what does this have to do with the coupling capacitors that 

are never, ever, of the electrolytic sort in a tube guitar amp? In the latter, polyester or 

polypropylene capacitors are used that do not have to – and cannot – be ‘formed’ in the first 

place. Still, couldn’t there be any other slow-moving and possibly unknown processes at work 

on the metal surface or in the dielectric? Yes, actually, that is highly likely – the field-strength 

is high and the temperature, too. Let’s assume that a capacitor somehow changes during the 

first 100 d. What parameters could in fact change? In any case the impedance, i.e. the 

complex ac-resistance, would have to change. Only variations that would have any effect at 

all on the impedance could change the grid-bias-voltage – hopefully nobody will claim that 

the sound might change while all tube voltages remain the same. Now, here’s the thing about 

impedance: it is only defined in the linear model; there are no impedances in the non-linear 
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model. Could a coupling capacitor be non-linear? Sure, every capacitor is non-linear – it 

increases its capacity when a voltage is applied (charged electrodes attract each other, 

decreasing the distance between them and increasing the capacitance). However, already 

simple math shows that the resulting pressure (some kPa) remains (together with the elasticity 

module of around 1.000.000 kPa) below the critical deformation limits by several orders of 

magnitude. Measuring the THD confirms:  as long as a HDK-capacitor (highly uncommon in 

guitar amps) is avoided, the THD remains below 0,01 %. Thus: we do have linearity in caps – 

with good approximation.  

 

So: which parameters could change? To start with the insulation resistance: it could e.g. 

increase from 50 GΩ to 100 GΩ  (), or it could decrease to e.g. 25 GΩ   (?). Taking 1 MΩ 

as the input impedance of the following stage, a leakage current of 4 nA (or 2 nA, or 8 nA) 

would flow at an operating voltage of 200 V, yielding a shift in the operating point of 4 mV 

(or 2 mV or 8 mV). None of these values represents any reason for concern, plus (most 

importantly): at an insulation resistance of 25 GΩ, the manufacturer would have pulled the 

plug because this would be outside of the specification at least for branded products. 

Incidentally: will you wait for 100 h for the insulation resistance to deteriorate? That could be 

achieved in a much simpler way. In any case, the insulation resistance may be a shambles (as 

it actually is for the very long serving caps in vintage amps – sic!), but for new name products 

it will be good enough, and will not have any audible effects on the sound.  

 

And on to the capacitance. Does that change during the first 100 h, right? Of course it does - 

panta rhei – everything changes all the time. Data books for high-quality capacitors indeed 

specify a change: e.g. <± 1%, at 70°C , for the first two years. No cigar, then, either. And 

again we need to note: if the sound were indeed better only after the capacitance has in- or 

decreased by x% - the improvement could much simpler be achieved than by waiting for all 

that time. 

 

The loss factor remains. It could drop – that sounds desirable even without any exact 

knowledge (lower loss of whatever) – or it could rise. Hold on … the amp sounds better after 

100 h, so presumably it will be lower losses? From "smeared sound to clear sound", as the 

guru elucidates. Has anyone actually posed the question why we would solder a capacitor – 

no: several capacitors for serious money into our amp, if it sounds “smeared” for 100 or 200 

or even more hours? Someone probably did ask, and the stunning answer would be: “because 

afterwards a undreamt-of sound experience will set in that off-the-shelf products can never 

impart.” Per Aspera ad Astra – we know this, as well. If the loss-factor were crucial to the 

sound (and indeed who wants any “loss” in their sound), then the lowest-loss dielectric would 

have to be used in coupling capacitors, correct? Consequently, and after excluding the les 

temperature-resistant polystyrene, polypropylene would be the right choice.  And indeed, it is 

exactly this material that is found in the Orange-Drop-caps already mentioned. However: the 

guru from the other side of the fence strongly advises not to include those, but only the ones 

with polyester as dielectric, just as in the original in the 1960’s. The manufacturer adds: 

“because of its deeper tonal quality" – whatever that may be. Polyester, however, has a loss-

factor about 100 times higher than of that of polypropylene – so now the going gets tough. 

Could the solution be: more losses for a better sound? A short calculation comes to the rescue: 

polyester will give a loss-factor of a about 1% at 10 kHz which – in the high-frequency 

equivalent circuit (to be discussed later) corresponds to a 7-Ω-series-resistor (for C = 22 nF ). 

Imagine this connected in series with the source impedance of the preceding tube stage (e.g. 

50000 Ω): it will be 50007 Ω instead of 50000 Ω – so much then for that approach. Clear? Or 

smeared? 
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No, the losses do not help us here. In short-wave resonant circuits, there would possibly have 

been trouble, but nobody will include a 22-nF-capacitor is such a design. Nope, losses do not 

explain any sound difference in coupling-C’s.  

 

Don’t stop now – here comes the slew-rate: the cap-manufacturer still has some aces up his 

sleeves. The slew-rate is the differential quotient over time of the voltage across the capacitor; 

it is also called the speed of voltage-change, given in V/µs. Again, a glance into the data 

books is helpful and indeed they show limit-values that must not be exceeded. Examples are 

500 V/µs for a polyester capacitor, or a mere 30 V/µs; or 750 V/µs for the polypropylene cap, 

or even more than 1000 V/µs. Not to forget: the mica capacitors that considerably improve 

the sound excelling at 100.000 V/µs. These are considerable differences, so what is the secret? 

Let’s do the math: a tube that is required to generate an AC-voltage of 30Veff at the plate 

reaches 0,8 V/µs. (N.B.: we work with 3 kHz here since the pickup will never manage full 

drive-levels at 20 kHz). Or maybe a bit more which brings the slew-rate to just about 1 V/µs. 

Given the above data, this would not cause any problems. However, the tube may be 

dramatically overdriven, e.g. by a factor of 30 – and now we would arrive in the range of the 

above limit-values. Strike!!?? No, still not: the slew-rate happens at the plate but not across 

the capacitor! The voltage across the capacitor is in fact much smaller, and it even decreases 

with increasing frequency. That’s why the slew-rate is not a meaningful parameter – the 

maximum current load that can equivalently defined for the cap would be more suitable. 

The data books specify values of 0,1 – 1 A, and even more than 1000 A for the mica capacitor 

– is that good enough? Well, yes – your typical noval-triode is able to supply only a few mA. 

So again: no issue. But here’s a hunch based on this line of thought: the originator of the buzz 

around the cap might have built a loudspeaker crossover at some point. That scenario provides 

an entirely different picture – we are confronted with the big-boy-currents: 100 W = (5A)
2

 ⋅ 

4Ω, i.e. 7 A peak current. Could it be that someone has put to (mis-) use the frequency-

crossover design-rules in the context of coupling capacitors? Sure: the manufacturer of the 

expensive copper-foil-caps is also known for his crossovers, isn’t he? Directly quoting the 

guru: “it’s an unbelievably fat sound …” Unbelievable?  

 

An on we go: the inductance of a coupling capacitor now surfaces. It may today be reduced 

to the point where 0,8 nH/mm CS can be reached. CS stands for “contact spacing” and not for 

“compact size” … but the latter would anyway not be appropriate given the sheer size of these 

super-coupling-caps (45 mm x 26 mm). In the Roederstein (ERO) data sheets we find much 

larger Nanohenry-values (12 nH) – but STOP: that brochure dates back to 1980. What was the 

size of that super-cap again? 45 mm in length? So it’s 45x0,8 nH = 36 nH?  And ERO was 

also per CS? No, that was the overall inductance. My, so much has changed since the 80’s!  

Just to mention it: even 36 nH would be o.k. – at 10 kHz a reactance of a full 0,0023 Ω would 

result. That would have to be added to the 50000 Ω mentioned before. Pythagorean addition 

to be used, of course. 

 

So, what remains? Not much … maybe the skin effect: that is also an object of adverts. “At 

high frequencies (ah, the old story …) the current flows merely along the outside of the wire, 

such that the conducting cross-section is reduced and the resistance grows.” That is entirely 

correct: at high frequencies. H. H. Meinke always started his famous lectures with just this 

issue, and noted: “… and that can start already at 10 kHz”. It is from around that frequency 

that the resistance of connecting wires increases noticeably – maybe from 0.002 Ω to 0,004 Ω. 

Nothing could be added here that was not already covered above when we looked at the loss 

factor. No, the skin effect doesn’t contribute anything either, at audio frequencies. And 

another thing: someone advertises that the connecting wires of his caps are made of tin-coated 

copper, and not of copper-coated steel reaching merely 30% of the conductivity of copper.  
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Here’s a suggestion for improvement: “our replica caps come including the connecting wires 

and not without – the corresponding enhancement in terms of conductivity is beyond anything 

that could be expressed as a percentage.” 

 

Lest our commentary turns into mere satire, let’s try to arrive at a summary. First, however, a 

look into the internet: word is that there are rationales that are so misguided that it is not 

possible to even get close to them on the basis of normal training in electrical engineering. 

Our capacitor-guru provides some inspiration: every capacitor brings unwanted effects in the 

form of additional inductances and resistances (ESR = equivalent series resistance). While 

the inductance practically has next to no influence, the ESR determines – in conjunction with 

frequency and capacitance - the loss-angle tan(∂). O.k. – it is possible to express the issue 

that way – all text-books on electrical engineering do it in a similarly. Let’s move on: tan(δ) 

does not remain the same for all frequencies but is frequency-dependent (that is correct). If 

tan(δ) rises strongly with frequency, the frequencies are not all treated in the same way; if 

there is a smaller change between 1 kHz and 100 kHz at least the frequency spectrum of an 

impulse mixture is transmitted more time-correctly. The highest frequencies are shifted in 

terms of amplitude and phase = differential phase-error. For the ideal capacitor, tan(δ) needs 

to be as frequency-independent as possible implying an ESR that drops towards high 

frequency. That way, time-distorted frequencies are shifted further towards the MHz-Range 

(=smallest possible error within the audio-range). Phew – now we have arrived at a hodge-

podge of desire & reality, of science & sales – this is now really incorrect.  

 

The above “sales-supporting comment” could be shortened to: every signal-carrying 

capacitor deteriorates the reproduction of impulses, and it does this the stronger, the more 

the loss-factor depends on the frequency. Whether there are actually any time-distorted 

frequencies does not need to be investigated yet, but the reproduction of impulses needs to be 

looked into. Let’s start with an equivalent circuit for a simple high-pass, as it is also presented 

by our capacitor-guru for a coupling capacitor (Fig. 10.9.7): 

 

  Fig. 10.9.7: The coupling capacitor in the high-pass circuit. 
 

The source (this could be the plate-circuit of the preceding tube) is drawn as a voltage source 

with a series resistance RG, RV = ESR, the load (this could be the grid circuit of the subsequent 

tube) is shown as a simple real resistor RL. If needed, this simple schematic could be 

extended, but for basic considerations, it is adequate. RV is frequency-dependent – our guru 

states this, as well. He does not state that in this equivalent circuit diagram, C needs to be 

frequency-dependent, too – however, since this dependency is small, it may be ignored for 

now (just as L may be ignored for now). We assume that RV is a simple, real, frequency-

independent resistor, for example a short length of copper wire. Copper? No, why don’t we 

better turn to silver wire as it is offered likewise by the capacitor manufacturer: with a choice 

of Sterling silver (92,5%), or pure silver (99,97%). For our thought experiment, we naturally 

take only the purest silver because of the higher conductivity (silver conducts about 5 – 10% 

better than ordinary copper). Such a short piece of wire will measure maybe 2 mΩ, and this 

we have to think as connected in series with our source impedance. The two resistors maybe 

added up yielding a full 50.000,002 Ω. This is one of the undesired side-effects: the source 

resistance is increased.   
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What does the loss-factor of this model-capacitor look like? Since the ESR was assumed to be 

frequency-independent, tan(δ) rises proportionally with frequency. Big mistake, because: for 

the ideal capacitor tan(δ) needs to be as frequency-independent as possible, i.e. the ESR 

should decrease with 1/f: RV ∼ 1/f. The guru states: the smaller the increase of tan(δ), the 

higher the voltage steepness dV/dt and the smaller the differential phase-errors in the audio 

range – especially for higher voltages. Voltage-dependent errors? The model of our guru is a 

linear one and thus cannot include any voltage dependent components. It isn’t that capacitors 

would show no non-linear effects at all, but if you want to describe non-linearity, you have to 

have a non-linear model. Let’s stick to the linear model, though, in order not to further 

increase the already considerable confusion; for small voltages things are linear, anyway. 

 

Let’s go back: we have the allegation that highest frequencies are amplitude- and time-

shifted. Just to be precise: a frequency cannot be shifted – neither in amplitude nor in time. 

Frequency is the inverse of the cycle duration: a cycle duration of 10 ms results in a frequency 

of 100 Hz. What is presumably meant: highest-frequency signals are time-shifted and changed 

in their amplitude. We could also say: in the highest frequency range, amplitude- and phase-

changes occur. That, indeed, is how this would be expressed in systems theory. Differential 

phase-errors – no, you wouldn’t really say that. What could be meant here? Maybe it is the 

spectral derivative, dϕ / df, that usually is supplemented with -2π and designated the group 

delay τg = -dϕ / d(2πf). This is in systems theory, usually. It is not problematic to use 

uncommon terms, but for misinterpretations, the liability needs to go to the party responsible. 

Again, in a nutshell: the ideal capacitor does not generate any amplitude- or delay-

distortion♣. Is that what was meant? O.k. then – let’s move on. 

 

Not any amplitude-distortion. At another passage it is even more drastic: the ideal capacitor 

should not influence the audio signal at all. So obviously, there must be signals that are not 

audio signals, and these are clobbered by the capacitor? Correct? No – wrong! In a 

loudspeaker-crossover, the capacitor connected ahead of the tweeter is supposed to attenuate 

low- and mid-frequency signals i.e. it is there to reduce their amplitude. Are these signal also 

audio signals? Of course they are! But lets set aside the crossover – it is indeed possible to 

talk, in the context of a coupling capacitor, of small influences on the audio signal, or none at 

all. The capacitor operates (together with the resistors) as a high-pass filter and therefore 

attenuates the (very-) low-frequency components. Our guru, however, seems not interested at 

all in the low-frequency range, since he localizes – even several times – the undesired effects 

in the range above 1 kHz: a capacitor would let high frequencies pass without limitation if it 

weren’t for the losses. Herein lies a grain of truth: the impedance of a capacitor would 

continuously drop with increasing frequency if there would be no losses. But wait a moment – 

is this really about the impedance? At 1 kHz, the losses (10
-4

) increase the impedance of a 

22-nF-cap (polypropylene) by 0,0000005%. That’s no joke, it’s covered in the basic course in 

material science and components => ! Even at 10 kHz (and further up in the 

audio range), the impedance is not an issue. So, then, on to the phase, or rather its spectral 

derivative. We read that it would be ideal if voltage and current would occur at the capacitor 

with an exact 90°-phase-shift between them. Indeed, that is correct: only the ideal capacitor 

can achieve that.  

                                                
♣ In systems theory, the term distortion is employed in two ways: non-linear distortion (harmonic distortion) and 

linear distortion (amplitude-, phase- and delay-distortion).  
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The real, lossy capacitor shows a phase-shift that is different from 90°. Is that bad? 

Apparently so, because differential phase errors in the audio range result. If the phase shift is 

frequency-independent, then “all frequencies arrive at the same time” – to stick with the 

terminology of our capacitor-guru. In other words: signals of different frequencies all are 

subject to the same delay. However, if the phase-shift is frequency-dependent, the “high 

frequencies are time-shifted”. Or better: higher-frequency signals are time-shifted (or delay-

shifted, or, alas, phase-shifted) relative to lower-frequency signals. Possibly, an impulse will 

be stretched out, or “smeared”, due to the phase-shift. We do recall that term: “smeared 

sound”. The absolute phase difference between current and voltage (which for the ideal 

capacitor will be 90°) can be accepted; the differential phase-error (that, in the absence of any 

explanations, needs to be interpreted as the group-delay) causes impulse distortion. So, our 

guru had a convoluted and sibylline way of saying it – but what he actually wanted to express 

is this: "The loss-factor of a capacitor causes group-delay distortions that smear the 

sound (at high frequencies)”. As a remedy – direct quote guru – the loss factor needs to be 

as independent of frequency as possible, or, in other words, the group-delay needs to be as 

frequency-independent as possible.  At first glance, this sounds familiar: systems theory says 

such a system is a linear-phase system, and certifies a distortion-free behavior. 

 

And with this, we have arrived at the core of this grandiose misunderstanding: the group delay 

is a transmission quantity (a quadripole-quantity), while the phase-shift between current and 

voltage is a two-pole quantity. Differentiating the wrong phase will yield a wrong result. 

More specific: a quadripole is a system with four terminals (also called two-port network), 

with a two-terminal input and a two-terminal output – the high-pass shown in Fig. 10.9.7 

would be an example. That input and output in this example have the same ground connection 

does not make the system a tri-pole – it still is designated a quadripole. Between the input 

signal (input voltage) and the output signal (output voltage), a complex transmission function 

is defined from which the frequency response of the phase and of the group delay can be 

derived. A capacitor, on the other hand, is a two-pole because it has merely two terminals. A 

complex impedance is defined between the voltage and the current, and a phase frequency-

response can be derived from this impedance. But try and deduce a group-delay frequency-

response from this – that is nonsense.  There are merely two special scenarios in which it is 

purposeful to see a two-pole as a quadripole: if voltage is the input quantity and current is the 

output quantity, or vice versa. Now, one could argue that every quadripole is on fact 

constructed from two-poles and that therefore any deficiencies of these two-poles must also 

be a deficiency of the quadripole. This, however, is not the case. In the present framework, we 

cannot present the systems theory in its full scope but have to refer the reader to special 

literature [5, 6, 7]. Very briefly: in the high-pass mentioned above (and equally for an RC-

low-pass), the input voltage is divided between R and C – it does not fully span across the 

capacitor.  

 

The simple formula  yields the loss-factor d as tangent of the loss-

angle ∂. In the ideal capacitor, a sine-shaped voltage precedes the current by exactly 90°; for 

the real capacitor this angle is smaller than 90°. For a loss-angle of δ = 0,01° (polypropylene 

at 1 kHz) the phase-shift between current and voltage therefore does not amount to 90° but to 

89,99°. If the loss-angle were frequency-independent, as curiously demanded by the 

statements of our guru, then the phase-shift differentiated with respect to the frequency would 

result in a constant value of zero (the derivative of a constant is indeed zero). That would 

seem to be the ideal case: no smearing of impulses.  
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Now, the phase-shift between the current through and the voltage across a capacitor is one 

thing, and the phase-shift between the input and output of the coupling circuit is something 

different – in fact something entirely different. 

 

The phase-shift ϕ appearing in Fig. 10.9.7 between the generator voltage and the output 

voltage (across RL) can easily be calculated:  

 

               [6, 7, 17, 18, 20]. 

 

Fig. 10.9.8 shows the frequency response of the phase in a presentation with both axes in 

logarithmic scaling – for the ideal, loss-less capacitor! In reality, the group delay♣ depends on 

the frequency, and dispersive impulse-distortion results. Again: the case calculated here is the 

best-possible one with the phase-shift between voltage across and current through the 

capacitor being exactly 90° at all frequencies. However, for a real polyester-capacitor, 

practically the same figures would emerge – the difference would be entirely insignificant: 

e.g. for the group delay it would be as little as 0,0004% (1 kHz). Using a capacitor with a 

constant loss-angle across the frequency range would deliver differences of a similar 

magnitude. Relative to a load resistor of 1000000 Ω it does indeed not make any difference 

whether the ESR is 7 Ω or 0 Ω. What does make a difference is a change in the capacitance – 

shown in the figure for a 30%-increase. It will be discussed later whether such huge 

tolerances can occur at all in a high-grade capacitor, and, if yes, whether they are significant. 

 

    

 

Fig. 10.9.8: Phase frequency-response and group-delay frequency-response of the circuit acc. to Fig. 10.9.7   

RG = 50kΩ, RV = 0, RL = 1MΩ, C = 22 nF. The dashed line is valid C = 28,6 nF (i.e. +30% tolerance). 

 

 

In summary: the conjecture that the loss-angle would have to be as frequency-independent as 

possible leads to incorrect conclusions, since it is derived from an entirely unsuitable two-pole 

phase-angle. For a typical coupling circuit with tubes, all capacitors (including theoretical, 

ideal capacitors) generate practically the same group-delay distortion (“impulse smearing”). 

This delay distortion is, however, so small, that it remains far below the threshold of 

audibility.  

                                                
♣ In case the group-delay is to be derived from the phase frequency response via graphical differentiation 

(gradient), a representation with linear scale on both axes needs to be used, not with double logarithmic scale. 
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The last statement needs to be commented on. First, we give the word to our guru: the value 

of tangent ∂ does not always tell the full story. If it rises drastically, not all frequencies are 

treated in the same way; if it changes less between 1 kHz and 100 kHz (as it is usually the 

case for metal-foil capacitors), the frequency spectrum of an impulse-mixture should be 

reproduced more accurately with respect to time. In this context, a shallow rise of tangent-∂ 

between 1 kHz and 100 kHz is desirable, combined with a simultaneously stronger dropping 

ESR. For the same reasons, developers aim for rise-times of below 1 µs (about 1 MHz 

bandwidth). That is plain wrong. The term “rise-time” is used in circuit technology to define 

the time period during which an impulse response rises from 10% to 90%. The rise-time is 2,2 

times the length of the time-constant that in turn is the inverse of the angular cutoff-

frequency. From this, the cutoff-frequency calculates as 2,2 / (2π⋅1µs) = 350 kHz, i.e. not 1 

MHz. Even if not rise-time but settling-time were meant, the bandwidth-specification is still 

incorrect: for 1 µs settling-time, a bandwidth of 500 kHz results for steep-slope bandwidth 

limiting (since the term is not really used much for a first-order low-pass). Anyway, rise-times 

of below 1 µs, since: the superposition of room-reverb onto the original signal needs to be 

correct to the microsecond, so the ear can pick out the exact location in the space.   

 

This we need to think about – that is not entirely wrong. The threshold for detecting an inter-

aural delay (localization blurring) can be determined to be as low as 10 µs under laboratory 

conditions, and specialist literature reports even lower values than that. And if you really want 

to achieve a “safety zone” of a factor of 10, the result is indeed 1 µs. However, to conclude 

from this the requirement of a bandwidth of 350, or 500, or even 1000 kHz – that would be 

nonsense. A pure 1-kHz-Tone can perfectly be shifted by 1 µs without tapping into the RF-

range. The hearing system can perform the delay-resolution of 10 µs (as mentioned above and 

if indeed it does that well at all) in the mid-frequency-range, i.e. at around 1 or 2 kHz. At 10 

kHz, this just noticeable difference has grown quite a bit (100 µs as a rough guideline – the 

data depend highly on the experimental conditions), and beyond 20 kHz there is no hearing. 

Or is there?    

 

Now, every audiophile has gathered (from wherever) that the stimulation with pure sine-

signals is something quite different than real sounds because the latter contain tons of 

impulses. And so one of our gurus manages to demand, on his webpage, on the one hand a 

bandwidth of 1 MHz, and to refer, on the other hand, to a thesis that very accurately takes the 

upper limit of hearing to be at around 19 kHz. How does that fit together? We are not talking 

about 19 or 20 or, even better, 22 kHz – here very casually a factor of 50 is built in, as a 

reserve.  To voice, in one and the same sentence, an opinion and simultaneously the counter-

opinion – that is normally only achieved by certain politicians (or showbiz-people).  

 

This mixing-of-what-must-not-be-mixed-up is done – for audio signals – in the following 

way: every signal – and that means indeed EVERY signal – is in fact the sum of an infinite 

number of sine signals. Yessss!! You can’t maneuver around good ol’ Baron Fourier. In 

principle, this statement is correct but we must not take the “in fact” too literally. Mind you: 

the Fourier analysis is a model consideration, and every signal could just as well be 

segmented into many other (not even necessarily orthogonal) functions rather than sine 

functions. What is valid for signals is also valid for systems (as long as they are liner and 

time-invariant): the consideration of processes in the spectral domain is equivalent to the 

consideration of the processes in the time-domain [6, 7, 17, 18, 20]. If the hearing system 

cannot hear continuous tones with a frequency of above about 20 kHz (and moderate SPL), it 

cannot hear, for impulses, any of their spectral components that lie above about 20 kHz, 

either. 
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Now, this finding must intricately be reformulated in such a way that the capacitor 

manufacturer will get a sales boost. That is done in the following way (under the same web-

address): music is not just composed from pure sine-tones but from a very broad spectrum of 

different impulses that in part lie very far outside the hearing range but which strongly 

influence the hearing perception⊗. For this reason we use – for audio amplifiers – a capacitor 

that falters only above 100 MHz. In the coupling branch of a pre-amplifier, this capacitor 

gives us an impression of how a piece of wire would sound. No, this is not a printing error – it 

indeed is supposed to read not 100 kHz but 100 MHz. And a few lines further we find: mica is 

the ideal dielectric for capacitors, yielding the following properties: … applicable up to very 

high frequencies into the GHz-range. Mica capacitors are highly favored for filter circuits 

where, due to their properties, they can bring a considerable increase in sound-quality. 

Gigahertz! Is there no end to this?! Is the Terahertz range next? And yet Schöne et al. have 

already proven in 1979, that a reproduction of the ultrasound range adds nothing whatsoever 

to the perception♣. That was an investigation carried out by the Institut für Rundfunktechnik 

(the internationally renowned German broadcast technology institute), though, and in some 

audiophile circles the preference is not to take note of research done there. Any self-appointed 

guru who pushes the requirement a further few MHz into the RF range is seen as the new 

messiah. Skeptics, however, are branded as “infidel physicists whom one should give a wide 

berth”. "C'est la gare" is the only congenial answer to that. 

 

Let us revisit the example used in Chapter 8: a bed of a length of 1,5 m will be judged as too 

short for most grown-ups, while a length of 2 m is quite comfortable. Now, there are a few 

people who are taller than 2 m, and to accommodate these cubo-philes, a bed should, for good 

measure, be a bit longer. Taking the above approach used by our capacitor manufacturer for 

the 100-MHz-capacitor, the bed should be about 10 km long, just to stay on the safe side. Has 

anybody thought of “indulging” our other senses that way? Our visual sense would lend itself 

as a candidate: the limitation to the frequency range generally as “visible” (380 – 770 THz) 

seems overly restrictive, and why not give the TV a correspondingly enlarged bandwidth (i.e. 

X-ray radiation)? And, of course, that should extend into the lower range, as well: the 

microwave oven would stand ready to be a splendid “optical subwoofer”.  

 

But back to the audio amplifier: the frequency range up to 20 kHz needs to be reproduced 

precisely, and since no amplifier will shut down abruptly above this limit, a few more tens of 

kHz are purposeful to let the amp taper off. In case listening experiments result in other 

numbers, any conclusions may be put under scrutiny on the test bench. Ill-considered phase 

responses and listening experiments with biased subjects are, however, not conducive. And 

one more thing about the 10-µs-delay-distortion mentioned above: even smaller values may 

be audible inter-aurally. Given that, and the fact that most people have evolved beyond mono 

into stereo-territory, wouldn’t it be desirable that the capacitance-tolerance of the wonder caps 

would be of matching dwarfishness? From this point of view, it is peculiar that one of the 

manufacturers specifies tolerances of -20/+30%. Sure, hand-made, every capacitor is one of a 

kind. Or maybe the manufacturer is aware how strongly the group delays of any two 

headphone systems or of two loudspeakers (of the same type, respectively) can differ? Maybe 

he knows all this and just doesn’t tell? And continues to jumble and confuse things while 

feverishly searching for the ideal capacitor that blocks and at the same time passes DC.  

                                                
⊗ That is why they are called “lying outside of the hearing range“ (sic). 
♣ P. Schöne et al.: Genügt eine Bandbreite von 15kHz... (Rundfunktechnische Mitteilungen, 1/1979). 
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From the world of the space-worthy 100-MHz-capacitors that can deal with 1000 A now back 

to the guitar amp. Don’t panic: here we don’t find either. Even the 10 µs that may be crucial 

of the inter-aural delay do not give us a headache. For all guitar players that do not carry a 

stereo-system to the stage: the threshold for diotically♣ perceivable group delays is about 2 ms 

[3, 12]; one may get to somewhat smaller values via special training, but this is not an issue in 

practice. So, for sure, there is no "smeared sound" due to the coupling cap with its group delay 

of τg = 0,0001 ms. Things may be entirely different in loudspeaker crossovers where we have 

large currents on the way –  maybe not 1000 A and 100 MHz but still: this is the power-

engineering-league. The coupling capacitor plays in Little League: it’s communication 

engineering and a few microamperes on this playing field.   

 

Let’s acknowledge the difference (whatever it may be) between power- and communication-

engineering, and between research and marketing. After we have (full-monty?-) scientifically 

shown that coupling capacitors cannot contribute anything – really not anything – at all to the 

sound, we could conclude with a real bombshell and note that these caps do in practice 

influence the treble, after all. In fact, that is easily explained and we will get to its in a bit. 

First, the relation to the equivalent circuit needs to be covered, in more detail. Gotta do it. 

 

In the daily routine in the lab, a coupling capacitor is described via two quantities: capacitance 

(e.g. 22 nF) and dielectric strength (i.e. proof voltage, e.g. 400 V). The third parameter (the 

loss factor, is of significance only if the capacitor is connected to inductances. This would be 

the official position, and according to it all capacitors of equal capacitance would have to 

sound the same. The teachings of electrical engineering do however also state that the 

function of a capacitor is of such infinite complexity that only rigorous simplification makes 

the above analytical description possible. The series connection of an ideal capacitor and an 

ideal resistor is just about the simplest approximation: more sophisticated models consider 

special polarization effects, as well, and they arrive at more complex equivalent circuits 

(Chapter 9.4). However, at middle and high frequencies coupling capacitors are of such low 

impedance that only a very small AC-voltage is created across them. Of the 30 Veff plate-

voltage, a mere 0,2 Veff are found across a 22nF-high-pass capacitor (22nF/1MΩ) at 1 kHz, 

and therefore the divergence of that cap from the ideal cap is not that significant. At low 

frequencies, however, the AC-voltage across the capacitor rises: half the frequency – double 

the cap-ac-voltage, until the cutoff frequency is reached at 7 Hz. Somehow, though, the lows 

never turn up in reports about the sound of coupling caps; it’s always the highs that are 

smeared, that sound “mushy” or  “hollow”, and only “open up” after 100 h. Still, we could – 

for once – consider the lows as well … the real deep lows:   

 

Let us consider once more the high DC-voltage across coupling capacitor: depending on the 

circuit this will be 150 – 300 V, in special cases even more (beware: mortal danger!). If the 

insulation resistance of a coupling capacitor is e.g. 1 GΩ, about 200 mV are measured across 

the following 1-MΩ-resistor (at 200 V plate voltage) – for an ECC83, this is already quite a 

lot (Fig. 10.1.14) and may cause audible effects. However, whether the sound is improved or 

damaged by this offset-shift cannot be generally predicted. There is always the same 

rationale: we encounter too many sound-determining parameters. This lack of a general 

prediction may not be really necessary, any way: for new high-grade capacitors, the insulation 

resistance is far higher than the one used in the above example, but for decade-old capacitors 

it many be much lower.  

                                                
♣ diotic presentation: both ears receive the same signal (mono, both ears listening) 
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In data sheets we find, for polypropylene-caps, insulation resistances specified to 20000 GΩ, 

and of 1000 GΩ for MKT-capacitors (each for 22 nF). These values are given for room 

temperature – which is not the normal internal condition in a tube amplifier where we easily 

find 70°C. This reduces the insulation resistance by a factor of 5. Still, even then, for MKT-

caps the insulation resistance will remain as high as 200 GΩ; for our above example that 

would lead to an offset shift of 1 mV. That is a value that will not by any stretch of the 

imagination have an impact on the sound. Measuring various mostly old (but unused i.e. 

N.O.S. – new old stock) capacitors yielded values between 5 and 100 GΩ – that is clearly 

worse and could possibly classified as borderline regarding audible effects. However, really 

bad were the 0,15-µF-caps taken from an old VOX AC30 (of 1965 vintage): one still 

measured 2 GΩ but the other had dropped off to merely a 100 MΩ insulation resistance. The 

capacitance-values were still within the 20%-tolerance, but the leakage current shifted the 

operating point to an extent that in fact should have been designated a catastrophic failure.  

The amp, however, still worked, and whether the sound generated with this capacitor is 

judged as good or bad, as broken or as vintage, and the caps therefore are judged as junk or 

holy grails – that must be dealt with in the subjective domain. 

 

Looking at things in a very fundamental way, it is possible that besides the purely electrical 

parameters, electro-mechanical parameters may also play a role. Indeed the coupling capacitor 

is charged via a high-impedance resistor, and if the capacitance changes over time, the 

capacitor acts as an AC-voltage-source – even without a guitar connected to the amp. The 

same principle as the one for a condenser microphone holds [3]: the high-impedance resistor 

(of e.g. 1 MΩ) prevents a quick charge transfer, and for an approximately constant charge, 

any small relative change in charge superimposed on top of this approximately constant 

charge corresponds to the change in voltage. Specifically: as the capacitance changes by 1‰, 

an AC-voltage of UDC/1000 results. With a capacitor charged to 200 V, this would be 200 

mV. Whether the capacitance can really vary by 1‰ is a different question. In a combo amp 

with speaker and amplifier in one and the same enclosure, we do find high sound pressure 

levels reaching 100 Pa and more. The resulting forces acting onto the capacitor housing will 

change the capacitance – but not normally by as much as 1‰. A simple consideration will 

help to estimate the order of magnitude: as a solid object is submerged in water, it is subject to 

a water pressure mounting with the submerge-depth. This pressure will crush even submarines 

made of steel if they dare to dive too deep – a capacitor however is much more fragile than a 

submarine. The higher the pressure, the more the capacitor electrodes will be pressed 

together. So, which dive depth might be equivalent to the above mentioned 100 Pa? Which 

special laboratory could be entrusted with finding this out? 100 Pa makes for 100 N per 

square meter … that corresponds to merely 1 cm dive depth! So: no special lab – the bathtub 

is good enough. Although: 200 V in the bathtub … no, better not. Dear music magazine 

journalists (if you at all accept advice from a scientist): do not try to do this at home! Danger 

to life! Only as a model experiment: the SPL generated in a combo is about as big as the water 

pressure at a depth of 1 cm. That should not deform a foil-capacitor to any substantial degree. 

For an orientating measurement, some brand-new 22-nF-capacitors were charged to 200 V 

and checked for microphonics: for SPL-values of 130 dB, the AC-voltage generated remained 

below 0,03 mV.  Assuming 30 V to be actual ac-voltage at the plate, this microphonics-

induced voltage would be smaller by factor of one million – for sure fully insignificant. Given 

the multitude of capacitor constructions that have found their way into guitar amps we cannot 

generally exclude that some capacitors would be among this crowd that exhibit much stronger 

microphonics – but the likelihood has to be seen as extremely small.  
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What remains to be looked at? How about reports such as: “foil capacitors sound somewhat 

different than polypropylene”? This statement opens up similar dimensions as “at night it is 

colder than outside”. Very basically, capacitors may construction-wise be categorized into 

foil-, electrolytic-, sinter- and air-capacitors; for the dielectric, polystrol, polyester, or 

polycarbonate are in use, or the cited polypropylene. The typical polypropylene capacitor is a 

foil-capacitor consisting – in the KP build – of two foils on top of each other (metal and 

polypropylene, respectively), or – in the MKP build – of a metalized polypropylene foil. “If 

you hold two fingernails at a distance of one mm, you get a capacitance of 1 pF” – H.H. 

Meinke, unforgotten, r.i.p. To keep the in-between space in shape and enhance the insulation, 

we insert a thin foil in there, e.g. a foil of polypropylene. This also increases the capacitance 

by the relative permittivity (the relative dielectric constant) which for polypropylene amounts 

to about εr = 2,2, while for polyester it is 3,3. Both plastics belong to the group of dielectrics 

and therefore are insulating materials. The term “insulating” does however not imply that 

there are no charge carriers within them – the difference is that they are not as easily 

relocated. Current is nothing else than relocated charge: I = dQ / dt; i.e. no movement of 

charge, no current. In a copper wire the electrons can be very easily moved around (at an 

astonishingly low speed but in huge quantities), while in a dielectric there are next to no freely 

movable charge carriers present. Still, there are charges: positive atom cores, negative 

electrons, positive cations and negative anions. As a voltage is applied to the capacitor 

electrodes, forces are exerted onto the charge carriers, trying to shift and bend them; this is 

called the polarization. Since there are different kinds of charge carriers, there are also 

different kinds of polarization mechanisms. They are the cause of the capacitor-losses. 

 

All materials are “built” of atom cores and atomic shells (model of the atom according to 

Bohr), and as an electric voltage is applied, an electron-polarization will occur in every 

material: the electric filed-strength shifts the electron shell relative to the atom core. This 

happens very quickly and is effective up into the THz region. In polar materials (e.g. 

polyester), the permanent molecular dipoles rotate under the influence of the external 

electrical field – this is called orientation-polarization. In materials containing ions, a 

counter-shifting of anions and cations occurs: this is the ion-polarization. Finally, it can 

happen in highly inhomogeneous materials that free charge carriers accumulate at insulating 

grain boundaries – here we have the space-charge polarization. All these polarization effects 

draw their actuation-energy from the electrical field and since none of these processes is 

reversible, part of the electrical energy is irreversible converted into heat. This caloric energy 

is not available to the electric circuit anymore (i.e. it is lost)  – this is why we have “losses”. 

Fig. 10.9.9 shows typical values. 

 

     

Fig. 10.9.9: loss-factors in typical coupling capacitors. Data-book information (left), measurements (right). 
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Borrowing from macroscopic effects, we could say: the microscopic polarization movements 

generate friction and corresponding losses; the latter are modeled as resistor(s) in the 

equivalent circuit. It was noted already at the beginning of this chapter that dielectric material 

properties are described ‘merely’ via ε and ρ. These material parameters are, however, 

frequency- and temperature-dependent (to bring up the most important influences), and in the 

general case also defined as direction-dependent tensors. Even using a simplified approach, 

conclusions based on the infinitesimal small cube and applied to the volume of the real 

capacitor do not result in merely one single resistor and one single capacitor but in a 

complicated network with actually an infinite number of components. It is, however, possible 

to recalculate this structure with good approximation into an impedance-equivalent (or 

impedance-like) circuit. This equivalent circuit has a big advantage over the capacitor model 

consisting of the two frequency-dependent components R(f) and C(f): it can be used to 

describe processes in time. The latter would be not easily handled with frequency-dependent 

components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 10.9.10: Impedance-equivalent-circuit for a 22nF 

  polyester capacitor  (continued-fraction expansion). 

 

Such an equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 10.9.10. It is not the only possible one – depending 

on the desired accuracy, there are in fact myriad variants. In the diagram, we can see the 

slightly rippled approximation that could easily be improved at the expense of the number of 

components used. The chosen continued-fraction series expansion includes series-resistors the 

value of which rises, from left to right, by a factor of 10 each, and parallel-capacitors the 

value of which decreases, from left to right, by a factor of 1,78 each. (For a reduction of the 

ripple, both these factors need to be reduced). To the right, the “ladder” continues until we 

arrive at resistor values that correspond to the insulation resistance (lower cutoff frequency). 

The continuation to the left determines the high-frequency trend of the loss-factor. For the 

frequency range shown in the figure, the ladder does not need to be continued to the right at 

all if the given component values are used. To the left, the continuation needs to happen up to 

60 Ω / 1 nF; a parallel capacitor (20 nF) and a series resistor (0,17 Ω) conclude the circuit. We 

can imagine that, for an insulation resistance of e.g. 1TΩ, the ladder is to be elongated further 

to the right, but it then becomes also clear how small the additionally included capacitances 

are (relative to 22 nF).  For a capacitor terminated with extremely high impedance, this 

extension might be required, but for a typical tube circuit (1 MΩ), an equivalent circuit with a 

largest-resistor-value of 60 MΩ suffices as a good compromise.  

 

Granted, this equivalent circuit is not that simple, either, but with today’s computer-support, 

“impulse smearing” (group-delay distortion) can easily be determined. However, since a 

change in dielectric (e.g. to polypropylene) has no audible effect for the typical tube-coupling  

(as elaborated above at length), we will do without further explanations towards this. 
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Let us now turn to the question whether there could not be another reason why guitar 

magazines again and again report of sound-changes due to capacitors. Of course, we 

immediately remember the -20/+30% capacitance tolerances of the super-capacitors as 

mentioned above. However, first there are components boasting narrower tolerance ranges 

(the 60-€-mica-caps, for example, have a tolerance of merely 10%, at the most ), and 

second, the reports related mostly to changes in the high-frequency range. If we insinuate that 

this judgment does not relate to the MHz-range, but to the upper audio-range, what could be a 

technically supported reason?  The size of the capacitors! Not the capacitance but the physical 

geometric dimensions. A coupling capacitor may come in axial build of the size ∅6x14, or the 

size ∅22x35 (mm each). Does size matter? Depending on circumstance, maybe yes. Since this 

capacitor is (relative to the resistors surrounding it) of low impedance at higher audio 

frequencies, the plate-ac-voltage is connected across it – independently of the capacitor’s 

polarity. Between this electrode-surface of several square-centimeters and all conducting 

amplifier components, stray-capacitances result. In many guitar amps, the wire connected to 

the grid of the tube in question is of the un-shielded kind, and this will create a small 

capacitance between the coupling capacitor (plate) and the grid. This will not be a big 

capacitance, maybe 1 pF or 2 pF. Although every amplifier is put together a bit differently, 

with a big likelihood this capacitance will increase if a larger-volume-cap is incorporated. A 

mere 2 pF – that doesn’t sound like much. However, we now need to consider the Miller-

effect that increases (e.g. for an ECC83) the grid-input-capacitance by 100 pF (or even more) 

for any added 2-pF-grid-anode-capacitance. The tube itself has, according to the data sheet, 

Cga = 1,6 pF, which yields (subject to the voltage gain) about CE = 80 pF. Since the circuit 

build will not be totally free of capacitances, let us assume in the example CE = 120 pF. This 

value would now be increased by the coupling capacitor to 220 pF. In conjunction with the 

source impedance we now arrive at a  
 

low-pass with 7,2 kHz cutoff frequency. 
 

Do compare this number with the Megahertzes cited in the capacitor adverts and do consider 

how big the reactance values could be here. Sure, not every amp has to be like that, indeed 

there are countless variants: Fender- and VOX-amps the insides of which deservedly have 

been called “birds-nests” of “cable jumble” already by other authors. Then there are boutique 

amps with wires bent at exactly 90° angles, fiber-boards, turret-boards, PC- and PTP-boards, 

source impedances of only 50 kΩ, but also of 250 kΩ, plus many more anomalies and 

peculiarities. And, indeed, stray-capacitances. So, as our guru introduces a hand-wound cap 

into the circuit with his heated iron while the circle of disciples holds devout silence, and as 

he calls for a listening test:  maybe the sound of the amp has actually changed. This is because 

some wires were bent, because the plate-capacitors are moved closer to the grid wire by 1 cm, 

because the performing guitarist doesn’t dare to dig into the strings as much in view of the 

horrendous price, or because the loss factor at 100 MHz has suddenly been reduced. There are 

even more possibilities, more things between heaven and earth, more knowledge, and more 

BS (not meant as abbreviation for Bachelor of Science). Science is not always welcome in 

this vicious cycle, and especially not the science of the electric current. Some authors in 

musician’s magazines generally dismiss their perceived enemy (‘studied physicists’) and 

advise to ‘give scientists a wide berth’. The latter will reciprocate right away, generally 

disqualifying every non-technician (or non-scientist ) as not having any ability to do 

scientific work.  
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Science requires reproducibility; the audiophile realm requires reproduction – that is 

something different. If an admirer of the arts buys a multi-million-€ painting not as an 

investment but just because he loves it, why would anybody carry out research to find a 

technical reasoning? Why would the aesthete want to know whether the green used by Gaugin 

might be greener by 0,221 nm than the green used by Dali? Somehow, this seems to be 

different in the area of audio-technology. Here, the Strat-player argues with the particularly 

high (or particularly low) weight of alder/ash, and the owner of a Plexi reasons with the 

particular group delay distortion of the Yellow Mustards. A 330B-fan will replace the 

polypropylene-capacitors by oil-paper caps because – as all the enlightened know – 

polypropylene is a synthetic, or, in lay-man’s terms a plastic and so of course these caps will 

have that horrible, synthetic plastic-sound (advertisement). Do not ask whether an oily sound 

is actually preferable, because the 300B has entirely different problems:  these oily comrades 

come either with aluminum foil, or with copper foil. Copper has better conductivity, and 

therefore – says the ad – the copper-sound will be better. A hand-wound aluminum cap will 

set you back 12 € a piece, but that is anyway more within the low-cost segment in these 

circles, and does not really match the matched triode-pair (at 250 €). And so copper-foil it is, 

because: the conductivity is 60% better, and the price is 100% higher – that works as a 

beginners-set. For the next birthday, we will nevertheless rather reward ourselves with the real 

deal: with silver-foil capacitors, because: silver has still better conductivity, says the ad, and 

who but the webpage of the manufacturer would know better. So: silver. There’s a lingering 

memory from that dreaded latin class: silver – argentum – Argentarius? Sin-offering … no: 

money business! That fits: big money business, because: there’s not just one coupling 

capacitor in that radio – er: guitar amp, but there are two … no: three. Per channel! O.K., 

there’s the little box on the on-line order-form: enter “6”. And stay strong, as in the box on the 

bottom the sum appears: 1101,00 €. ‘Tis the birthday – off into the shopping basket, done. 

Well … just to be safe, enter “resubmission” for the next but one birthday – at the latest, 

replacements should be acquired then, because: for Ag-caps, the manufacturer explicitly 

mentions the minimum life-time: 2 years. That’s not difficult: acquire, solder in, wait for the 

burn-in time to pass, listen, buy replacements, solder in, wait for the burn-in time to pass, and 

so on. And in case anybody has any doubts at all about these mod(ification)s: data tables from 

electrical engineering: indeed, the conductivity of silver is better than that of copper by 6%. 

Though this be mod-ness yet there is method, or so Shakespeare notes.  

 

The capacitance-tolerance of these money-capacity-robbing darlings is specified to +30% … 

o.k., it is what it is, don’t get wound up, they are hand-wound. “Quality has its price (sic)”  

You should not take too narrow a view on the fact that the auditory system can muster the 

cited µs-resolution – if at all – only inter-aurally i.e. “between the channels”. The audiophile 

writes in an internet chat room: hopefully this tolerance will not have a big impact in front of 

a tweeter? No, no worries – tweeters are generally known to be very tolerant towards 

minorities. Plus, if indeed any uneasiness remains, for sure there will be someone offering – 

for something like 2022,00 € – a selected version with smaller tolerance. Don’t you even 

think about the 1%-filter-caps! They are down the cheap end, and there’s no way they can 

sound at all.  If only the best is good enough: selected Ag-caps. Grab them every other year, 

or every 10 000 km, whatever comes first.  

 

By the way, what would the synthesis of idiographic♠ und diotic♠ be? Audiophile?? 

 

                                                
♠ idiographic = describing the very special; diotic = listening with the same signal at both ears.  
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Dielectrics for capacitors 

 

 

Mica 

Up to  125°C (max. 155°C). Relative permittivity εr = 5,5 … 7. 

Also: Phlogopite mica, Micanite, Micalex, mica foil, Samikanite (with different data). 

Mostly electron- and ion-polarization. Losses are frequency-independent (≈GHz). 

Highest stability of capacitance over time; smallest temperature-coefficient. 

  

Polystyrene (KS, Styroflex) 

Thermoplastic, mostly electron-polarization. 

Since 1936 up to 60°C, since 1953 up to 70°C (max. 85°C). Relative permittivity εr = 2,5.  

Very high insulation resistance, very small losses.  

 

Polypropylene (KP) 

Thermoplastic, mostly electron-polarization. 

Available since 1960; up to 85°C. Relative permittivity εr = 2,3. 

Very high insulation resistance, very small losses.  

 

Polycarbonate (KC) 

Thermoplastic, mostly electron- and orientation-polarization. 

Available since 1961; up to 100°C, max. 125°C. Relative permittivity εr = 2,8 … 3. 

Very high insulation resistance, very small losses.  

 

Polyethylene terephtalate (KT, Polyester) 

Thermoplastic, mostly electron- and orientation-polarization. 

Available since 1957; up to 100°C, max. 125°C. Relative permittivity εr = 3,3. 

High insulation resistance, small losses.  

 

Paper, impregnated (P, MP) 

Sulfate cellulose, mostly electron- and orientation-polarization. 

Characteristics depend strongly on density, water content and impurities.  

Depending on the situation only moderate insulation resistance, small losses. Max. 100°C.  

 

Capacitor-oil (Naphthenic oil etc.)  

mostly electron-polarization; however: oxidization products (acids) are polar. 

Relative permittivity εr = 2,2. Copper will accelerate the oxidization of the oil. 

Depending on the situation very limited life-time. 

 

Al2O3, Ta2O5 

For electrolytic capacitors, not used in coupling capacitors. 

 

Ceramics, e.g. TiO2 

For ceramic capacitors; not used in coupling capacitors. 


